
Features of red custom kids disposable coveralls:
1.  Lightweight, breathable ; Soft and environment-friendly material
2.  Durable and comfortable; No smell, no stimulation
3.  Widely use for food factory,dustless workshop, clinic, industry for protection

4.  Light weight. Waterproof, Breathable optional. Non-antistatic or antistatic optional.

Packing of red custom kids disposable coveralls:

Packing: 5 pcs/bag,50 pcs/ag or 1 pcs/bag,50 pcs/ctn
Your company logo can be printed on the inner bag and cartons.
 
 
Size Chart:

ORDINARY SIZE CHART
(Welcome customized sizes)
 S M L XL XXL XXXL

HEIGHT 160 165 170 175 180 185

CHEST 120 125 130 135 140 145
±2cm tolerance on size

 

Coverall Styles:

Style A:  collar, elastic cuff/ankle

Style B:  collar, open cuff/ankle

Style C(classic style):  hood, elastic cuff/ankle

Style D:  hood, boot cover, elastic cuff/ankle

Style E:  Collar, hood, boot cover, open cuff

 
Specification of  red custom kids disposable coveralls

Name red custom kids disposable coveralls,the best plant for disposable kids
overalls,kids red disposable coveralls

Material PP, or PP/PE,SMS,SMMS, Microporous,



Style With/without hood,with/without elastic in waist,with/without boot can be
available.

Size S-6XL

Color red, etc.

packing 5pcs/box,10 bags/ctn

packing design all inner box and carton printing can be as your design

MOQ 5000 pcs

Sample can be supplied free for your quality checking within 3 days

Payment way T/T, PayPal, Western union, L/C,D/A,D/P,ESCROW,

Delivery time Capacity: 10,000pcs/day, 1*40HQ can be finished within 10-15 days;

FOB port Wuhan/Shanghai/Ningbo/Guangzhou

Application of red custom kids disposable coveralls

-Building construction, hospital.

-Fiber exposure and fiberglass products manufacturing

-Pharmaceutical manufacturing

-Painting and spraying workshop

-Electronic assembly and insulation laying

-Mining, wood, and metal processing

-Motor vehicle and ship building

-Agriculture and veterinary services

-Asbestos removal, stripping, and clear-up or handling







Q: 1.Are you a manufacturer or a trading company, and when was your company established?
A: Yes, we are directly manufacturer, our factory was established in 2003, we have our own exported
rights company in 2013.

Q: 2.What is the annual turnover for your company?
A: Normally it is around USD18 million-20 million, it is still in the growing. 

Q: 3. Do your company have any quality management system such as ISO, EN or CE certificate(s)?
A: Yes, we have CE,ISO13485,FDA. REACH and NELSON report.

Q: 4.Can I get the free samples for quality checking? How long time can I get it?
A: Yes, our samples can be supplied free within 3-7 days.


